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In this paper the work deals with the computational analysis of early direct injected HCCI engine with
turbocharger using the CHEMKIN-PRO software [1]. Since controls of combustion phenomenon and ignition
timing are the main issues of these engines, the effects of cooled EGR as the controlling factors on the
operating parameters such as in-cylinder temperature and pressure of HCCI engines are explored. The cooled
EGR was constituted by CO2, H2O, N2, O2. The aim with the EGR was to study the differences caused by the
addition of species that could enhance combustion. EGR was introduced in CHEMKIN-PRO simulations,
varying it from 0% to 40%. The quantities of the components present in EGR were calculated by running a
simulation in CHEMKIN-PRO with only air and fuel and analyzing the mol fractions produced of the gases in
which the interest rely.
Since pressure and temperature profiles plays a very important role in reaction path at certain operating
conditions, an attempt had been made here to present a complete reaction path investigation on the
formation/destruction of chemical species at peak temperature and pressure conditions in the first, middle and
last zone.
Keywords: CHEMKIN-PRO software, Multi-Zone Model, cooled EGR, methane, chemical kinetics, HCCI combustion,
emission

1. Introduction
Homogeneous Charge Compression Ignition
(HCCI) Engines is a form of internal combustion in
which the fuel and air are compressed to the point of
auto ignition. That means no spark is required to
ignite the fuel/air mixture creates the same amount of
power as a traditional engine, but uses less fuel. HCCI
incorporates the best features of both spark ignition
(SI) and compression ignition (CI). It is an SI engine,
the charge is well mixed, which minimizes particulate
emissions and it is an CI engine, the charge is
compression ignited and has no throttling losses,
which leads to high efficiency. The combustion with
HCCI is a given concentration of fuel and air will
spontaneously ignite when it reaches its auto-ignition
temperature, so it with Homogeneous mixture,
homogeneous combustion and absence of flame
propagation, simultaneous oxidation of the entire
charge, unlike conventional engines, the combustion
occurs simultaneously throughout the volume rather
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than in a flame front. This important attribute of
HCCI allows combustion to occur at much lower
temperatures; dramatically reducing engine-out
emissions of NOx.
Because EGR serves two purposes in HCCI
engines, adding thermal energy to the uncompressed
mixture and acting as an energy sink to slow
oxidation kinetics, it is widely used for extending the
HCCI operating range [2, 7, 8, 9, 11 and 12]. Since
the earliest studies by Kong et al [22], conducted
experiments on a Single Cylinder Oil Test Engine
(SCOTE) and operated in a premixed mode using an
early fuel injection scheme with two different direct
injection systems using diesel fuel. The change in the
combustion phasing due to high levels of EGR was
also well predicted by the model, which showed that
the ignition delay and combustion duration increased
with increased EGR percentages. Sjoberg et al [23],
conducted experiments on a single-cylinder HCCI
research engine (0.98 liters) with a compression ratio
14. This work explores how the high-load limits of
HCCI are affected by fuel auto-ignition reactivity,
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EGR quality/composition, and EGR unmixed for
naturally aspirated conditions. This is done for the
fuels PRF80 and PRF60 and experimental results are
compared among them and found that the fuel PRF 80
is better as far as emissions are considered. Li et al
[24], conducted experiments on a single cylinder Cooperative Fuel Research (CFR) engine. They found
emission characteristics of a HCCI engine operation
using n-heptane as fuel. The effect of intake
temperature, air fuel ratio, compression ratio, turbocharging, and EGR rate on exhaust emissions were
explored. The analysis of the exhaust gases included
oxides of nitrogen (NOx), carbon monoxide (CO),
hydrocarbon emissions (HC), and soot. The
hydrocarbon species present in exhaust gases and
their concentrations at several operating conditions
were also characterized. The approaches to retard
HCCI combustion phase without deteriorating
combustion efficiency are examined.
Ryan et al [25], conducted experiments on a
variable compression ratio single cylinder HCCI
engine using diesel. The experimental variables, in
addition to speed and load, included compression
ratio, EGR level, intake manifold pressure and
temperature, fuel introduction location, and fuel
composition. The effects of the independent variable
on the start of reaction have been documented. The
EGR affects these relationships in complex
interactions with intake manifold temperature and
pressure, and overall air fuel ratio. Olsson et al [26],
investigated the effect of cooled EGR on a turbo
charged multi cylinder HCCI engine. A six cylinder,
Scania D12 truck engine is modified for HCCI
operation. It is fitted with port fuel injection of
ethanol and n-heptane and cylinder pressure sensors
for closed loop combustion control. During idle, low
speed and no load, the focus is on the effects on
combustion efficiency, emissions of unburned
hydrocarbons and CO. At high loads, the focus is on
boost pressure to reduce NOx emissions and the
ability to run the engine at high mean effective
pressure without exceeding the physical constraints of
the engine. In this case the effect of EGR on boost
pressure, combustion duration and phasing are of
primary interest. It is shown that CO, HC and NOx
emissions in most cases all improve with EGR
compared to lean burn.
In this paper a Multi-zone detailed chemistry
combustion model has been implemented into the
direct injected HCCI engine with turbocharger fueled
with Methane using 40 zones. The model utilizes the
library of CHEMKIN-PRO software for determining
chemical production rates. The system of equations
solved in the Multi-zone HCCI combustion model, is
based on a fixed mass, variable volume reactor. With
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considering extended Zeldovich mechanism, the
overall mechanism involves 325 chemical reactions
and 53 species. As a result, the effect of cooled EGR
on the characteristics of auto-ignition, rate of heat
release, and performance characteristics of the HCCI
engine and emission have been investigated. Since
pressure and temperature profiles plays a very
important role in reaction path at certain operating
conditions, an attempt had been made here to present
a complete reaction path investigation on the
formation/destruction of chemical species at peak
temperature and pressure conditions, in the first zone
(Zone #1), middle zone (Zone #20) and last zone
(Zone #40).
2. Model Description
The cylinder volume is divided into a 40 of
imaginary zones according to the in cylinder
distribution of a variable, normally gas temperature.
The multi-zone model treats each zone as a closed
homogeneous reactor, where the zone mass is
conserved. Pressure is assumed to be the same for all
zones and the total volume of all zones is equal to the
instantaneous volume of the cylinder. Heat transfer
between zones is not considered. The only interaction
between zones is through pressure work; if
combustion takes place within a zone, it expands to
exert work on the other zones [15].
3. Governing Equations
Since the zones are treated as variable-volume closed
homogeneous reactors, governing equations for
species and temperature of individual zones are the
same as those employed by the single-zone HCCI
engine model [15]:
3.1 Species
𝛒𝐢 .

𝐝𝐘𝐤𝐢
𝐝𝐭

= 𝐰̇𝐤𝐢 . 𝐖𝐤 ,

for i=1,…,Nzone

Where ρ^i is the zone density and Y_k^i, Wk and
w ̇_k^i are the mass fraction, molecular weight, and
molar production rate of the kth species. The
superscript “i” in the equation denotes the zone index
and Nzone is the number of zones used by the multizone model analysis (Nzone = 40).
3.2. Internal Energy/Temperature
The zone temperature may be determined in two
ways. When the crank angle is less than a pre-defined
transition crank angle, 𝜃t, the zone temperature is
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obtained from a temperature profile extracted
from a CFD solution:
𝑖
𝑇 𝑖 = 𝑇𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑒
(𝑡)

𝜃(𝑡) ≤ 𝜃

(2)

In the above equation, 𝜃(𝑡) is the crank angle at
𝑖
time t and 𝑇𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑒
(𝑡) is the temperature versus time
profile for zone i. The temperature profile option
allows the multi-zone model to take advantage of the
more precise zone temperature histories predicted by
third-party CFD software when heat release from
chemical reactions is not significant. After the
transition angle is reached, the zone temperature will
be solved by the zone energy equation:
ρi . Cvi .

dTi

dt
hiw .(Ti −Tw ).Aiw
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Vi

k

gas
= − ∑k=1
ẇki . Wk . uik −

In order to solve the system of equations more
efficiently, a new variable is introduced

Pi dVi
Vi

.

dt

−

, 𝜃(𝑡) > 𝜃 t

(3)

Where, P, T, and V are zone pressure,
temperature and volume, respectively. Cv is the
constant-volume specific heat capacity of the gas
mixture comprising the zone and uk is the internal
energy of the kth species. hw and Aw are zone wall heat
transfer coefficient and zone wall surface area,
respectively. The CHEMKIN-PRO multi-zone model
assumes zone wall surface area is a constant fraction
of the total cylinder wall surface area (see tableau 2).
The wall heat-transfer coefficient is computed by the
modified Woschni heat-transfer correlation [10].
Where, P, T, and V are zone pressure, temperature
and volume, respectively. Cv is the constant-volume
specific heat capacity of the gas mixture comprising
the zone and uk is the internal energy of the kth
species. hw and Aw are zone wall heat transfer
coefficient and zone wall surface area, respectively.
The CHEMKIN-PRO multi-zone model assumes
zone wall surface area is a constant fraction of the
total cylinder wall surface area (see tableau 2). The
wall heat-transfer coefficient is computed by the
modified Woschni heat-transfer correlation [10].

3.3. Volume/Accumulated Volume
In the multi-zone model, the cylinder volume is
computed by the slider-crank relationship used in the
single-zone internal-combustion engine model.
Individual zone volume is not known and needs to be
solved. Since gas composition and temperature in
each zone are solved by their corresponding
governing equations, zone pressure and volume are
coupled by the equation of state, i.e., ideal gas law.
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𝑖

𝐺 𝑖 = ∑ 𝑃𝑗 . 𝑉𝑗
𝑗=1

Since pressure is the same in all zones, the G
variable can be considered as a pressure-weighted
accumulated zone volume. The use of pressure as
scaling factor helps minimize the variation of G
variable during the engine cycle. In addition, by
replacing zone volume, V, with the G variable, the
Jacobian matrix becomes banded along the diagonal
and the system of equation can be integrated more
effectively. The zone volume can be converted from
the G variable by
𝑉𝑖 =

𝐺 𝑖 −𝐺 𝑖−1

(5)

𝑃𝑖

The governing equation for the new G variable can be
derived from the equation of state as
𝑘

𝑔𝑎𝑠
𝐺 1 = 𝑃1 . 𝑉 1 = 𝑀1 . 𝑅. 𝑇 1 . ∑𝑘=1

𝑌𝑘1
𝑊𝑘

, for i=1 (6)

And, according to the definition of G
𝑘

𝑌𝑖

𝑔𝑎𝑠 𝑘
𝐺 𝑖 = 𝐺 𝑖−1 + 𝑃 𝑖 . 𝑉 𝑖 = 𝐺 𝑖−1 + 𝑀𝑖 . 𝑅. 𝑇 𝑖 . ∑𝑘=1
𝑊

,

𝑘

for i=1
(7)
Where R is the universal gas constant and 𝑀𝑖 = 𝜌𝑖 . 𝑉 𝑖
is the gas mass of zone i.
3.4. Cylinder pressure
The assumption of uniform pressure among all zones
serves a constraint and provides coupling between the zones
𝑃 𝑖 = 𝑃 𝑖+1 , for i = 1,…, Nzone–1.

(8)

To close the pressure equation, the volume constraint
𝑁

𝑧𝑜𝑛𝑒
𝑉𝑐𝑦𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟 = ∑𝑖=1
𝑉𝑖

(9)

is used to determine the pressure of the last zone (i =
Nzone).
By substituting Equation (8) and Equation (9) into
Equation (4) for i = Nzone, the governing equation for the
pressure in the last zone can be obtained
𝐺 𝑁𝑧𝑜𝑛𝑒

𝑃 𝑁𝑧𝑜𝑛𝑒 = 𝑉

𝑐𝑦𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟

(10)

Where Vcylinder is the instantaneous cylinder volume.
The instantaneous cylinder volume can be determined
using slider-crank relations from [18], engine geometry, and
the crank angle degree at which the volume is desired to be
calculated
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𝑉𝑐𝑦𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟 (𝜃) = 𝑉𝐶 . (1 +

𝑟𝑐 −1

An elementary reaction that involves K chemical species in
i reactions can be represented in the form of:

. (𝑅 + 1 − cos(𝜃) −

2

√𝑅2 − 𝑠𝑖𝑛2 (𝜃)))

(11)
′
𝐾
′′
∑𝐾
𝑘=1 𝜐𝑘𝑖 . 𝜒𝑘 ⟺ ∑𝑘=1 𝜐𝑘𝑖 . 𝜒𝑘

Where R is the ratio of the connecting rod length to the
crank arm radius, Vc is the clearance volume and r c is the
compression ratio.
The CHEMKIN-PRO multi-zone model solves
Equation (1) - Equation (3), Equation (6) - Equation (8) and
Equation (10) for all zones fully-coupled to obtain zone
properties. Average properties such as temperature and
species concentrations are derived from their zone values.
3.5. Heat transfer model
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The dominant heat transfer mechanism in the HCCI
engine is forced convection from the bulk gas to
combustion chamber walls. The radiation effect is very
small because of low-soot, low temperature combustion of
the premixed lean mixture in a typical HCCI engine.
Among the existing heat transfer models suggested for IC
engines, the modified Woschni model is used in this
analysis because of its simplicity and wide acceptance. The
empirical constants of modified Woschni equation in this
study have been derived from reference [10].
The modified heat transfer coefficient formula
proposed by Assanis, D. [10] with inclusion of the above
mentioned modifications:
ℎ𝑛𝑒𝑤 (𝑡) =
𝛼𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔 . 𝐿(𝑡)−0.2 . 𝑃(𝑡)0.8 . 𝑇(𝑡)−0.73 𝑣(𝑡)0.8
(12)
𝑡𝑢𝑛𝑒𝑑
𝐶 𝑉 .𝑇
𝑣(𝑡)𝑡𝑢𝑛𝑒𝑑 = 𝐶1 . 𝑆𝑝̅ + 62 . 𝑃𝑑.𝑉𝑟 . (𝑃 − 𝑃𝑚𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑑 )
𝑟

Where 𝐶1 =

𝑟

(13)

𝑉
(𝐶11 + 𝐶12 . 𝑠𝑤𝑖𝑟𝑙
)
𝑆𝑝̅

And 𝑆𝑝̅ is the mean piston speed.
Here, 𝐶11 , 𝐶12 ,
and 𝐶2 are modeling
parameters, 𝑉𝑠𝑤𝑖𝑟𝑙 is the swirl velocity, Vd is the
displacement volume, P and Pmot are instantaneous pressure
and the corresponding motoring pressure at the same firing
condition, and Tr, Pr and Vr are temperature, pressure and
volume at the IVC moment.
Equations (12) and (13) represent the modified heat
transfer coefficient formula with inclusion of the above
mentioned modifications.
The modified model [10].has three differences from
the original Woschni model [21]: 𝐿(𝑡) the instantaneous
chamber height is used as the characteristic length scale, the
temperature exponent is modified to be 0.73, and C2 is
reduced to 1/6 of the original value.

(14)

′′
′
). q i
ẇki = (𝜐𝑘𝑖
− 𝜐𝑘𝑖

(15)

′

′′

q i = kf,i . ∏Kk=1[X k ]𝜐𝑘𝑖 − k r,i ∏Kk=1[X k ]𝜐𝑘𝑖

(16)

Where υki, χk, ẇki , qi, kf,i and kr,i are the stoichiometric
coefficients, the chemical symbol for the kth species, the
production rate of the kth species, the rate of progress
variable for the ith reaction, the forward and reverse rate
constants of the ith reaction, respectively.
The forward and reverse rate constants of the ith
reaction rate could be expressed as:
𝑘𝑓,𝑖 = 𝐴𝑖 . 𝑇𝛽𝑖 . 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (
𝑘𝑟,𝑖 =

𝑘𝑓,𝑖
𝐾𝑐,𝑖

)

(17)
(18)

𝐾
′′
′
𝑃𝑎𝑡𝑚 ∑𝑘=1(𝜐𝑘𝑖 −𝜐𝑘𝑖 )

𝐾𝑐,𝑖 = 𝐾𝑝,𝑖 . ( 𝑅.𝑇 )
𝐾𝑝,𝑖 = 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (

−𝐸𝑖
𝑅𝑐.𝑇

∆𝑆0𝑖
𝑅

−

∆𝐻0𝑖
𝑅.𝑇

(19)

)

(20)

Where Ai, βi, Ei and Kp,i are the pre-exponential
factor, the temperature exponent, the activation energy and
the equilibrium constants, respectively.

4.1. Thermodynamic property treatment
The working fluid composition in the cylinder is
constantly changed. Once at any time the composition is
determined, mixture properties can be calculated. This
method simply considers thermodynamic properties of the
mixture containing residual gas, exhaust gas recirculation,
unburned gaseous fuel and air. For thermodynamic
properties such as constant pressure specific heat, enthalpy
and entropy, the NASA curve fits in the following forms are
used [16]:
0
𝐶𝑝𝑘

𝑅
ℎ𝑘0
𝑅.𝑇
𝑠𝑘0
𝑅

= ∑5𝑛=1 𝑎𝑛𝑘 . 𝑇 𝑛−1
= 𝑎1𝑘 + ∑5𝑛=1

𝑎𝑛,𝑘
𝑛

(21)
. 𝑇𝑘𝑛−1 +

= 𝑎1𝑘 . 𝑙𝑛𝑇𝑘 + ∑4𝑛=1

𝑎𝑛+1,𝑘
𝑛

𝑎6𝑘
𝑇𝑘

. 𝑇𝑘𝑛 + 𝑎7𝑘

(22)
(23)

5. CHEMKIN-PRO Set Up
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4. Chemical kinetics model
The rates of creation/destruction of chemical species
are modeled using mass-action kinetics and the specific
reaction rate constants strongly depend on the temperature.
solving complex chemical kinetics problems and
allows the user to calculate species concentrations, heat
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The package used to model combustion and chemical
kinetics of the HCCI combustion is called CHEMKIN Pro.
This software is one of the most known packages for
release rate, temperature and pressure history of the
combustion.
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Before the start of modeling in CHEMKIN a pre
process is required. This pre process will check if the basics
to run the desired simulations are present.
The two sets of data that need to be pre processed prior
to the actual modeling are the gas-phase kinetics input and
the species thermodynamic data without each, no complete
information is available to run the chemical kinetic
equations. On the gas-phase kinetic input data, all the
chemical elements and species are accounted for, and every
reaction between them is shown with the correspondent
reaction rate coefficients. These chemistry sets can be
prepared by the user or can be obtained from different
resources, namely previous work done by other researchers.
The chemical kinetic mechanism used in this paper
incorporated the GRIMECH-3.0 mechanism [19] that
considers 53 species and 325 reactions, including NOx
chemistry. The other file that requires pre process is the
thermodynamic data. On this file all the information
regarding thermodynamic properties of the species involved
on every reaction are specified. Again this file can be built
by the user using thermodynamic data as information or
complete sets developed already can be used.
The next stage of the modeling process is where a
specific reactor is selected to cope with the demands of the
desired simulation.
The CHEMKIN input for the simulation was based on
the HCCI model that the package from Reaction Design,
already includes.
The input parameters used were [20]; number of
engine angle degrees to be calculated, 300 degrees; engine
compression ratio, 10.5; engine displacement volume, 1378
cm3; engine connecting rod to crank radius, 2.7871; engine
speed, 2007 rpm; start crank angle, -155º; temperature at
IVC, 573 K; pressure at IVC, 3.18 bar; equivalence ratio,
0.4; heat transfer correlation, a=0.035, b=0.73, c=0.0;
chamber bore diameter, 11.41 cm; stroke, 13.5 cm; wall
temperature, 424 K; Woschni correlation of average
cylinder gas velocity, C11=2.28, C12=0.308, C2=3.24.10-3;
ratio of swirl velocity, 0.0.

6. Results and Discussion
6.1. Engine specifications
The experimental data is taken from [20]. The engine
specifications are listed in Table 1.

Numerical investigation of ….

The first effect is a consequence of the higher heat capacity
of the exhaust gas, which delays the mixture from reaching
the conditions to initiate the cool flame combustion.
Furthermore, increasing EGR reduces the oxygen
concentration, which decreases the reaction rate.
Temperature profiles of individual zones predicted by
the CHEMKIN multi-zone simulation are shown in Fig.4
together with the average temperature. The transition angle
is set to 15.5 degrees BTDC as given by Aceves et al [20].
As we can see from Figure 4 the temperature decreases
from zone 40 (core) to zone 1 (crevice).
Figure 5 shows the maximum gas pressure (Pmax)
averaged including 40 zones vs rate of EGR (%). It is seen
that, Pmax decrease as rate of EGR increase from 0 % to 40
% . The reason for this can be attributed to the fact that the
higher heat capacity of the exhaust gas, which delays the
mixture from reaching the conditions to initiate the cool
flame combustion.
Figure 6 shows the maximum gas temperature (Tmax)
averaged including 40 zones vs rate of EGR (%). It is seen
that, Tmax decrease as EGR increase from 0 % to 40 % .
The reason for this can be attributed to the fact that the EGR
acting as energy sink to slow oxidation kinetics.
Figures 7, 8 and 9 shows the variation of the net heat
release rate per CA_zone for zones 1, 10, 20, 30 ,40 and
averaged zone vs crank angle for 0% EGR, 20 % EGR and
40 % EGR respectively. It is seen that, the total burn
duration increased significantly with EGR rate, but SOC
had little or no dependence on EGR rate. The peak of
NHRR per CA decrease rapidly when the rate of EGR
increase from 0% to 40 % . It can see that combustion
starts from hot ignition zones in the center of the chamber
(zone 40) where temperature is higher and then proceeds to
the whole chamber (zone 1).
Figures 10 and 11 shows mole fraction of NO per CA
histories for 0 % EGR, 20 % EGR respectively. These
figures show that increasing amount of EGR reduce the NO
emissions up to 94 % less than that without EGR. The
reason for this can be attributed to the fact that EGR
decreases the heat release rate, and hence lowers the
maximum cylinder temperature due to the constituents of
EGR (primarily CO2 and H2O) having higher specific heat
capacities.
Figures 12, 13 and 14 shows the reaction path of the
turbocharger HCCI engine at peak temperature for zones 1,
20 and 40 respectively. The thicker arrows represent the
major reaction path and the thinner arrows represent the
minor reaction path. As we can see from figures 13, 14, the
combustion is complete because the end products are
carbon dioxide (CO2) and water vapour (H2O). In this
reaction path it is clear that hydrogen oxide (OH) and
hydroperoxy (HO2) are the major contributors for the
formation of water vapour (H2O). The components like
carbon monoxide (CO), hydrogen oxide (OH) contributes to
the formation of carbon dioxide (CO2).

Zone numbering is considered in an ascending order
from the combustion chamber wall to the core in-cylinder
region (i.e., from zone #1 with the lowest temperature to
zone #40 with the highest temperature).
Table 2 shows the zone temperature distribution. Zones
#1 to #12 represent the crevices. Zones #13 to #22 represent
the boundary layer. The core region is represented by zones
#23 to #40.
The simulations with EGR show peak pressures and
temperatures decreasing as EGR rates increase (Fig.1 and
Fig .2). This is a clear result of the increase in mixture
specific heats as more CO2 and H2O are added.
Fig.3 shows that increasing EGR has the effect of
retarding the start of combustion and increasing its duration.
Table 1. Engine parameters and operating conditions used in the analysis [20].
International Journal of Automotive Engineering
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Parameter
Engine speed
Compression ratio
Stroke
Bore
Connecting rod length
Displacement volume
Crank angle at intake valve closing (IVC)
Chemical kinetic mechanism
Fuel
Pressure at IVC
Temperature at IVC
Average equivalence ratio
Residual gas fraction

Value
2007 rpm
10.5:1
13.5 cm
11.41 cm
21.6 cm
1378 cm3
-155
GRI-MECH 3.0
Methane
3.18 bar
573 K
0.4
2%

Table 2. Zone configuration used by the multi-zone model analysis for the validation case. This mass
distribution is based on the results in [15] and is modified suitably.

7

1,4x10

0 % EGR
20 % EGR
40 % EGR

7

1,2x10

7

Pressure (Pa)
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Zone⋕ 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
Crevice
Boundary
Region
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
1
1
1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 2
2
Mass%
1.5
1
1.5
1
1.5
1
1.5
1
1.5
1
1.5
1
2.5
2
2.5
3
3
2.5
2
2.5
Area%
Zone⋕ 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40
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Fig1. . In cylinder pressure variation for three different EGR rate
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Fig4. Temperatures predicted by the multi-zone model. The energy-equation is engaged at -15.5°BTDC.
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Fig5. Maximum gas pressure (Pmax) averaged including 40 zones vs rate of EGR (%)
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Fig12.
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Reaction path of the turbocharger HCCI engine at peak temperature for zone 1(crevices), (phi = 0.40; 40 % EGR; Tmax_zone1 =
1844.156 K; N = 2007 rpm)
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Fig13.

Fig14.
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Reaction path of the turbocharger HCCI engine at peak temperature for zone 20 (boundary layer), (phi = 0.40; 40 % EGR;
Tmax_zone20 = 1884.625 K; N = 2007 rpm)

Reaction path of the turbocharger HCCI engine at peak temperature for zone 40 (core), (phi = 0.40; 40% EGR; Tmax_zone40 =
1913.727 K; N = 2007 rpm)

6. Conclusion
In this work, the numerical investigation of the
effect of cooled EGR on turbocharger HCCI engine
performance fuelled with methane are studied using
the CHEMKIN-PRO software.
For this purpose, a Multi-zone thermo-kinetic
model was used with 40 zones.
The results of this study can be summarized as
below:
The combustion starts from hot ignition zones in
the center of the chamber (zone 40) where
International Journal of Automotive Engineering

temperature is higher and then proceeds to the whole
chamber (zone 1).
With increasing amounts of EGR from 0 % to
40 % the combustion process becomes slower,
resulting in lower peak pressure and temperature,
lower rate of heat release and therefore longer
combustion rates.
By turbocharged operation the peak temperature
and peak pressure of the combustion are substantially
increased when compared to normal HCCI
combustion without turbocharger.
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As the main source of NOx in HCCI engine is
concerned to thermal NOx, adding EGR to natural gas
would decrease engine NOx emissions because the
maximum cylinder temperature and high temperature
duration would decrease by additing EGR.
There is an optimum value of additive for each
operating condition, which results in higher engine
power and less NOx (increasing amount of EGR from
0%, to 40% reduce the NO emissions up to 94 % less
than without EGR). This optimum value is 20 %
EGR.
HCCI is a combustion concept which is
developed in response to the need of lower NOx &
soot emission and Efficiency. It can substantially
overcome both the problems but still it needs a lot of
development.
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. Nomenclature
HCCI Homogeneous Charge Compression
Ignition
EGR
Exhaust Gas Recirculation
SI
Spark Ignition
CI
Compression Ignition
SOC
Start Of Combustion
BTDC Before Top Dead Center
CAD
Crank Angle Degrees
NHRR Net Heat Release Rate
TDC Top Dead Center
IVC
Intake Valve Closing
EVO Exhaust Valve Opening
Phi
Equivalence ratio
NOx Oxides of Nitrogen
CO
Carbon monoxide
HC
Unburned Hydrocarbon
SCOTE Single Cylinder Oil Test Engine
CFR Co-operative Fuel Research engine
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